Strategy game and simulation application are an exciting area with many opportunities for study and research. Currently most of the existing games and simulations apply hard coded rules so the intelligence of the computer generated forces is limited. After some time, player gets used to the simulation making it less attractive and challenging. It is also costly and tedious to incorporate new rules for an existing game. The main motivation behind this research project is to improve the quality of artificial intelligence-(AI-) based on various techniques such as qualitative spatial reasoning (Forbus et al., 2002) , near-optimal hierarchical pathfinding (HPA * ) (Botea et al
INTRODUCTION
Although strategy games have been around for above ten years, AI is still the biggest challenge in games with many unsolved problems. In this research, RL is chosen to further develop AI techniques. RL is learning from interaction with an environment, from the consequences of action, rather than from explicit teaching. In order to apply RL successfully, some of qualitative spatial reasoning techniques and HPA * are employed to design a better framework. In addition, realtime strategy (RTS) genre is selected for implementing the game to demonstrate the result.
Here are the milestones of this research work. Firstly, a game idea is brainstormed and implemented into a complete game demo called StrikeXpress with all the basic characteristics of a RTS. Secondly, the game demo is optimized with more expressive spatial representations, better communication of intent, better pathfinding, and reusable strategy libraries [1] . Finally, the RL is applied to the game's AI module. The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review important concepts used in this project and briefly outline the development platform and tools used to create the game demo. In Section 3, we discuss the approaches for pathfinding and qualitative spatial reasoning techniques. We describe the framework for RL in Section 4 and conclude in Section 5.
LITERATURE REVIEW

Game design process
Game is made of many components, and game design process has to go through many steps as discussed in detail in [2] . However, making a complete commercial game is not our intention; our main focus is to build a basic game to demonstrate the research idea. For this purpose, we follow a simple game design process as shown in Figure 1 . In Concept phase, we have to brainstorm the game story, look for concept arts, and choose the development platform. Design phase is mainly to design models, game levels based on design documents. Components Implementation phase is to implement components such as user interface, visual and audio effects, game mechanics, and AI. The next steps are integration, fine tuning, and testing before launching the game demo. The most challenging issue is how to implement machine learning feature nicely without affecting the game flow. Figure 3 shows the overall project architecture where the left part is game design process, and the right part is the framework for RL.
Qualitative spatial reasoning
Qualitative representations carve up continuous properties into conceptually meaningful units [3] . Qualitative spatial representations carve space into regions [4] , based on a combination of physical and task-specific constraints.These techniques can provide a more humanlike representation of space and can help overcome the difficulties of spatial reasoning. This will let us build strategy AIs that more effectively use terrain to achieve their goals, take orders, and find their way around. Moreover, decoupling the spatial representation in the AI from the spatial implementation in the game engine constitutes a large step toward making reusable AIs, driving down development costs while improving AIs' subtlety [1] . The approach is discussed in detail in Section 3 together with pathfinding.
Near-optimal hierarchical pathfinding
The popular solution for pathfinding is A * algorithm. However, as A * plans ahead of time, the computational effort and size of the search space required to find a path increase sharply. Hence, pathfinding on large maps can result in serious performance bottlenecks. Therefore, HPA * [5] is used to overcome the limitations of A * . The main idea is to divide and conquer-break down a large task into smaller specific subtasks. HPA * will be discussed in detail in Section 3.
Hierarchal AI-based learning
In Figure 2 , we use simple American hierarchal military structure to demonstrate the idea. An Army Lieutenant typically leads a platoon-size element (16 to 44 soldiers) to perform specific tasks given by higher commissioned officer such as Captain, Major, Colonel, or General. Similarly in the game, platoon represents the lowest level agents (LLA-) which perform real actions like move, run, shoot, and guard. Lieutenant represents the middle level agent (MLA) which decides the best strategy for the platoon such as to find the optimal paths, split the platoon into subgroups to move on different paths, decide the suitable time for engagement, retreat or call for reinforcement, and report results to higher officer. Higher commissioned officer represents the highest level agent (HLA) in the game that uses RL to learn from the environment and the consequences of actions performed by lower level agents to decide next actions such as to send forces to engage the enemy at coordinate (x, y, z), to agree or reject to send reinforcement, and to set up a series of strategic actions.
We notice that LLA is the easiest to implement as most of the actions are primitive and can be taken care of them by the game engine's built-in functions. HLA can be realized based on proven and established RL algorithm, provided that there is sufficient information for decision making-as shown in Figure 3 ; machine learning structure is already designed for RL. It is realized that the most difficult and bottleneck part is MLA where the game can be slow down noticeably, or the AI can become stupid due to improper, nonoptimized pathfinding, and data structure. Besides, most of the strategic actions planed by HLA involve some kind of movement. Without an efficient MLA, RL may not work properly.
Development tools
The game engine used to create game demo, StrikeXpress, is 3D Gamestudio (http://www.3dgamestudio.com/). MySQL is used for database storage (http://www.mysql.com/), and Matlab is used for running RL function (http://www .mathworks.com/products/matlab/). In addition, to connect between these tools, we must use some DLL extensions supported by 3D Gamestudio which is basically an external library that adds functions to the game engine. A piece of code written in DLL form may run faster than that written in game scripting language due to its precompilation. Theoretically everything, MP3 or MOD players, a physics engine, another 3D engine, or even another scripting language, can be added to the engine this way. Therefore, in order to make connection between the game engine and MySQL, we use a DLL extension called A6mySQL which is written in C++ (http://www.plants4games.com/hmpsplit/ files/A6MySQL Public Release.rar). To make connection between MySQL and Matlab, the plugin created by Robert Almgren is used (http://mmf .utoronto.ca/resrchres/mysql/).
PATHFINDING APPROACHES
Pathfinding on RTS games is complex because the environment is dynamic; there are lots of units which continuously move around the map and its scope equals the size of the level. This section is to demonstrate the use of two pathfinding approaches in the game: Points of visibility [6] and HPA * .
Points of visibility
Points of Visibility algorithm uses waypoints scattered around the level. A set of waypoints are connected together to create a network of movement directions. As shown in Figure 4 , this network alone is sufficiently enough to guide a unit to transverse every obvious location of the map. In this approach, for simplicity, all the waypoints are placed manually, but the connections between those waypoints are done automatically like in Figure 5 . How the waypoint is placed will make or break the underlying pathfinding code. The idea is to build a connected graph which will visit all places of our level. In human architecture, particularly tight corridors and other areas where the environment constrains the agents' movement into straight lines, waypoints should be placed in the middle of rooms and hallways, away from corners to avoid the wall-hugging issues. However, in large rooms and open terrain, waypoints should be placed at the corners of obstacles in a game world with edges between them. It will help generate paths almost identical to the optimal one. In the graph making process, we select one entity to be responsible for creating and loading the graph data file. What the graph making process actually does is to let the selected entity move from one waypoint to another. A waypoint A is said to be connected with waypoint B if the selected entity is able to walk from A to B in straight line. The size of this selected entity will be considered when creating the graph so we must choose it wisely. After the graph making process is completed, all the connections will be stored in a data file. In the game, when pathfinding is invoked, it will process on the graph loaded from the file, and we can use any search algorithms to find the way. In this project, for simplicity, we deploy Dijkstra search algorithm.
Advantages
Points of Visibility are being used today by more than 60% of modern games. It is simple and efficient thank to nodebased structure. It is particularly useful when the number of obstacles is relatively small and they have a convex polygonal shape. When encountering slopes, hills, and stairs, we will get better results if placing a waypoint every short distance to fully cover it. Also, the graph does not need to be fully connected. The algorithm can handle the case where a level is split into two parts, and the player teleports from one part to the other. We can apply any search algorithm to this approach. We also can smooth the paths to make it look more natural. The graph making process is also useful for debugging as all the waypoints and connections are displayed explicitly like Figure 5 .
Disadvantages
The efficiency of the method decreases when many obstacles are present and/or their shapes are not a convex polygon or the level is open terrain with dense collection of small size obstacles. Modeling such a topology with this approach would result in a large graph with short edges. Therefore, the key idea of traveling long distances in a single step would not be efficiently exploited. The need for algorithmic or designer assistance to create the graph is also troublesome. In addition, the movement needs a lot of adjustment to be realistic, and the complexity increases fast when dealing with multiagents.
The HPA * algorithm
This technique is highly recommended based on its efficiency and flexibility to handle both random and real-game maps with a dynamically changing environment using no domain- specific knowledge. It is also simple and easy to implement. If desired, more sophisticated, domain-specific algorithms can be plugged in to increase the performance.
HPA * preprocessing phase (offline) Transform the level to large grid
The entire level is transformed into large grid with equal cells' size as shown in Figure 6 . All the cells will be scanned. From all the accessible cells, we will check the height and any special values of each cell to determine its cost to use in A * algorithm. Hence, each cell can be treated as a node similar to waypoint in previous algorithm. All the cells' information will be put into an array for further processing.
Prelink the cell array
After transforming the level to large grid, we scan through each cell to see what surrounding cells can actually link to (NE, N, NW, E, W, SE, S, SW) as shown in Figure 7 . For a surface with many cliffs, a cell on a cliff may not be reachable from its neighbor if the slope is too great. As a result, the level is transformed from the original in Figure 6 to more expressive representation grid like in Figure 8 where the black cell is totally inaccessible and white cell is accessible by some of its neighbors. The cost of each white cell may be different. 
Divide a large grid into smaller clusters and find entrances between these clusters
The grid in Figure 8 can be divided into subgrids (clusters) in many ways, as shown in Figure 9 . An entrance is a maximal obstacle-free segment along the common border of two adjacent clusters c1 and c2 [5] . Entrances are obtained for each subgrid in the same manner as larger grid and the red lines connect the resulting entrance nodes.
Build abstract subgrid connectivity graph
Transitions are used to build the abstract problem graph. For each transition, we define two nodes in the abstract graph and an edge that links them. The edge represents a transition between two clusters is called interedge. Each pair of nodes inside a cluster is linked by an edge called intraedge. The length of an intraedge is computed by searching for an optimal path inside the cluster area. We only cache distances between nodes and discard the actual optimal paths corresponding to these distances. If desired, the paths can also be stored, for the price of more memory usage [5] . After building the abstract graph like Figure 10 , this graph is saved into a precompiled node list file for that level.
Pathfinding phase (online) Add S and G to abstract graph and use A * search
When the game is loaded, we will also load its precompiled node list. The first phase of the online search connects the starting position S to the border of the cluster containing S by temporarily inserting S into the abstract graph. Similarly, connecting the goal position G to its cluster border is handled by inserting G into the abstract graph. After S and G have been added, A * is used to search for a path between S and G in the abstract graph. This is the most important part of the online search where heapsort and heap structure are used. It provides an abstract path, the actual moves from S to the border of S's cluster, the abstract path to G's cluster, and the actual moves from the border of G's cluster to G [5] as shown in Figure 11 . In case S and G change for each new search, the cost of inserting S and G is added to the total cost of finding a solution. After a path is found, we remove S and G from the graph. Consider the case when many units have to find a path to the same goal, we insert G once and reuse it. If among these units there are some units close to each other, this group of units can share the same search operation. In the case the destination can be reached without obstacles in the way, a simple linear path should be chosen instead. The cost of inserting G is amortized over several searches. In general, a cache can be used to store connection information for popular start and goal nodes.
Refine path as needed
Path refinement translates an abstract path into a low-level path. Each cluster crossing in the abstract path is replaced by an equivalent sequence of low-level moves as shown in Figure 12 . If the cluster preprocessing cached these move sequences attached to the intraedges, then refinement is simply a table look-up. Otherwise, we perform small searches (using A * ) inside each cluster along the abstract path to rediscover the optimal local paths. Consider a domain where dynamic changes occur frequently, after finding an abstract path, we can refine it gradually as the character navigates toward the goal. If the current abstract path becomes invalid, the agent discards it and searches for another abstract path. There is no need to refine the whole abstract path in advance [5] .
Apply smoothing
The topological abstraction phase defines only one transition point per entrance and gives up the optimality of the computed solutions. Solutions are optimal in the abstract graph but not necessarily in the initial problem graph. Therefore, we perform a postprocessing phase for path smoothing to improve the solution quality. The main idea is to replace local suboptimal parts of the solution by straight lines. Starting from one end of the solution, for each cell, we check whether we can reach a subsequent cell in the path in a straight line. If this happens, then the linear path between the two cells replaces the initial suboptimal sequence between these cells [5] . This step could be done one frame after applying A * . If the entity begins to walk in the same frame as the proper A * or one frame later, it can hardly be recognized by the player.
Multilevel hierarchy
Additional levels in the hierarchy can reduce the search effort, especially for large mazes. In a multilevel graph, nodes and edges have labels showing their levels in the abstraction hierarchy. Pathfinding is performed using a combination of small searches at various abstraction levels. We build each new level on top of the existing structure. The clusters for level l are called l-clusters [5] . To search for a path between S and G, we search only at the highest abstraction level and will always find a solution, assuming that one exists. The result of this search is a sequence of nodes at the highest abstraction level. If desired, the abstract path can repeatedly be refined until the low-level solution is obtained. 
Data structure representation
Looking at HPA * , we notice that the number of search operations in one pathfinding can be up-to l + 1 times: one search for the highest abstraction level and l searches for recursive path refinement. Even when caching and unit grouping are used, HPA * is still slow if the A * search operation is not efficient. To optimize A * search, we focus on improving the data structure representation.
Node and cell structure
The elements for pathfinding in this approach are nodes (for multilevel abstract graphs) and cells (for low-level graph). For simplicity, we can call these elements as cells. In A * search, the algorithm has the choice of connected cells from the current entity position. When it decides to go to a direction, it can choose again out of its connected cells and can calculate again. It goes on and on until one of the cells leads direct to the goal. Once the search reaches G, the algorithm has to trace back to S. Heuristic that could help us with probabilities, but an exact statement about which cells lead to the goal could not be made. That means all the cells have to be saved and to be recallable every time. Alternatively, we could search a path from G to S so that the path can be used immediately. Otherwise, the saved path has to be reversed. As the number of cells is large, it would be useful when our algorithm could process as much cells as possible to find even longer and complex ways. Here is some information a cell must contain.
(i) The position of the cell to calculate the distance to G, we may take the coordinate of its center point.
(ii) The heuristic to determine how probable it is to reach G from the current state of position.
(iii) A reference to the previous (parent) cell to trace back.
(iv) A unique ID: an individual number of identification for access every cell later on. It has to be approachable.
For example, with the low-level graph, every terrain consists of vertices which are numbered consecutively so that each vertex has its own unique number. Besides, most of the The information about the position of the cell can be found out through cell ID. Every time new cells get created, the waycosts increases by 1. The sum out of many heuristic values gets normally summarized as cellcosts. As an array represents a single cell, multidimensional array is used to represent the level grid. On the basis of the cellcosts, the algorithm has to go for a cell with the lowest cellcosts inside the array where the pathfinding continues. It would be very ineffective to let the algorithm search again in its saved cells for the best one since it already searched and saved the cells that lead to G. It would be more luxurious if the array with the saved cells is prearranged so that the presently cheapest cell is always at the first array entry. Among all the sort algorithms, the heapsort is the most efficient.
Heapsort
According to Williams [7] , who invented Heapsort and the heap data structure, Heapsort is a combination of tree sort developed by Floyd [8] and tournament sort described, for instance, by Iverson [[9] , Section 6.4] (see also [10] ). A heap is a binary tree (a tree structure, whose knots have only two edges), whose roots/knots have a lesser (or greater, depending on heap attribute) value than their direct succession roots/knots. The heap attribute is determined by the heap order. When roots/knots have a lesser value than their successors, it is an increasing heap order (the deeper you go down the binary tree, the greater the value gets).
At a heap with increasing heap order like the example in Figure 15 , the smallest value of this data structure always inside the root that is pretty practical because our array with the cell entries could sort the cellcosts that way-the presently cheapest cell (the cell with the least cell costs) would always be at the root. To represent the array as a heap structure, first, we put the first cell at CELL LIST array on position CELL LIST [1] ; then, the successors of a cell in CELL LIST [i] We use the heap from the start as a data structure. The heap is not empty at the beginning; the heapsort sorts a new value directly after the entry. Also, changing and deleting an entry (and the combined rearrangement) have to be managed by the heapsort. A heap that is used in such a kind of heapsort is called priority queue. The priority lays on the cellcosts that shall be possibly low. To add new cell or modify the value of a cell lesser, a procedure called up-heap [7] is used. The new cell is added as leafs at the end of the array, and the heapsort starts bottom-up. In case our defined heap order is overridden, the modified value of a cell is greater than the value of one of its child nodes, we have to use downheap [7] procedure, sort top-down after the up-heap. We may optimize the sort by using other variants of heapsort such as weak heapsort [11] or ultimate heapsort [12] .
Experimental results
In [5] , experiments were performed on a set of 120 maps extracted from BioWare's game, BALDUR'S GATE, varying in size from 50 × 50 to 320 × 320. For each map, 100 searches were run using randomly generated S and G pairs where a valid path between the two locations existed. The experimental results show a great reduction of the search effort. Compared to a highly-optimized A * , HPA * is shown to be up to 10 times faster, while finding paths that are within 1% of optimal. Figure 18 compares low-level A * to abstract search on hierarchies with the maximal level set to 1, 2, and 3. The left graph shows the number of expanded nodes and the right graph shows the time. For hierarchical search, the total effort is displayed, which includes inserting S and G into the graph, searching at the highest level and refining the path. The real effort can be smaller since the cost of inserting S or G can be amortized for many searches, and path refinement is not always necessary. The graphs show that, when complete processing is necessary, the first abstraction level is good enough for the map sizes that we used in this experiment. We assume that, for larger maps, the benefits of more levels would be more significant. The complexity reduction can become larger than the overhead for adding the level. More levels are also useful when path refinement is not necessary, and S or G can be used for several searches. Figure 19 shows how the total effort for hierarchical search is composed of the abstract effort, the effort for inserting S and G, and the effort for solution refinement. The cost for finding an abstract path is the sum of only the main cost and the cost for inserting S and G. When S or G is reused for many searches, only part of this cost counts for the abstract cost of a problem.
Considering these, the figure shows that finding an abstract path becomes easier in hierarchies with more levels.
AI-BASED LEARNING
In Section 3, we discuss the approach to pathfinding used in MLA (Figure 2 ). In this section, we describe an AI-based learning design ( Figure 3 ) to be used in all the agents. The purpose of AI-based learning is to capture and consolidate expert knowledge to achieve realistic game, evaluate the scenarios and strategies with greater accuracy. It will help the player experience increasing level of intelligence with every interaction in the game. As RL is rule based, all the rules of the game will be extracted and stored in a Rule Database. During the game play, HLA would query the rules through Rule API from time to time. These rules will be used by computer's forces to play against the player. The detailed environment parameters and the result of action performed by agents are captured and logged in an Exercise Database which will be used for RL. In an offline situation where the game is not running, Machine Learning module analyzes the data from the Exercise Database based on RL functions and creates new rules or modifies existing rules for Rule Database. The modification of rules will increase AI gradually. It means that the level of difficulty rises up, and the player will find it harder to beat the computer [13] . Another function for the offline situation is the Rule Editor that has the capabilities to display, create, modify, and delete rules.
Rule API and rule database
Rule API is the interface for all operations. The most important functions are to attach Rule Database and to query the rules. When the game is loaded, each entity will be attached to its corresponding rule database through its agent.Subsequently, the entities can query for the rules in the rule database.The rules have to decide the actions to be carried out by the entities based on the information provided. Each query of the rule database will return one action. After the execution of that action, query the database for the next action will base on new information. As querying the database may become speed bottleneck, we may cache the entire rule database if the memory is large enough. Otherwise, we only cache some of the frequently accessed rules.
In Rule Database , there are rules to define the mission of the forces which is the overall objective of HLA. This mission contains a set of submissions (SM) that is to be carried out by lower agents in order to accomplish the mission. For each command or overall mission, there is a set of SM that would be directly related to the mission stored in the database. The SM has to be assigned to forces to execute or complete the task. Information regarding the SM, for example, parameters, type of forces to be assigned, and priorities will also be provided in the database. Hence, there will be a rule database for HLA to assign the SM to forces. The assignment is under these conditions: after a main command (or overall mission) is given, a force has finished its assigned SM, new force is created, or a situation occurs, for example, enemy situation, operational situation, or obstacle situation. In the situation awareness, the mission, situation and its parameters are required by the rules. When a force encounters a situation, it will immediately react based on its rules of situation awareness. Hence, a rule database for MLA and LLA would also be necessary to respond accordingly. At the same time, the encountered situation and actions taken will also be reported to HLA which would then evaluate the situation and react appropriately. New SM can be reassigned to other forces whenever necessary. If the situation is not resolvable by the rules, user intervention may be requested.
AI agent
Every entity that is said to have AI will have an AI agent assigned to it. At LLA, AI called unit agent is used to control Le Minh Duc et al. detailed behaviors of different units. Unit agent is attached to every unit entity and consisted of various state machines to handle the detail movement and strategic reactions when it carries on the task given. Detail movement of an entity is determined by the game mechanics such as stand, guard, run, shoot, and throw grenade. Strategic reactions consist of individual reaction and group reaction.
Individual reaction
The unit agent will consider its survival probability as well as the present of enemy force in its line of sight to act according to the situation.For example, consider the case when a unit is at state stand, it detects enemy within its range of fire. If no task is given by higher agent, the unit agent has choices to 50% switch to state shoot, or to 30% switch to state retreat, or to 20% remain in state stand. The probability parameters are specified in the rule database and are loaded into the game at initialization process. We notice that game difficulty level could be adjusted simply based on some factors that affect the "skill" of the unit agent. For example, the reaction time, update cycle speed, health level, fire power of the enemy forces could be increased to add in challenges. The opponent could also have a "cheat" factor, that is, it will be given more units than the player.
Group reaction
Agents will also be attached to capture the hierarchy, that is, battalion, company, and the group behaviors. These agents will communicate with unit agents to get the status of different units. This status will help the hierarchical agent to make a better decision. For example, group formation in movement is useful to ensure that all the units keep their original formations upon reaching their targets. To achieve group formation, we use a simple approach: calculate the center position of all the selected units (a point that is roughly the middle of where they currently are). From that point, we get the offset for each unit, for example, if the center point is at [5, 1] and one unit is at [6, 1] then the offset would be [1, 0] . The offset is, then, added to the destination point and that would be the point to move the selected
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The current Q-value for the state s and action a, the Q-value represents how good it thinks that action is to take when in that state Figure 20 unit to. This would ensure all the units keep their original formations upon reaching their targets. Another example is coordinated behavior in the enemy situation. In case our units surround the enemies, we want them to shoot the enemies without shooting at each other. Some of the games make it simple by letting the bullet go through ally to reach the enemies. We also can implement a small procedure to avoid friend's line of fire. In the enemy engagement, if a unit has line of sight to the target, it can shoot immediately. Otherwise, if obstructing object is an ally, request him to move away. If the ally is busy, or obstruction is not an ally, the unit moves itself to another place until it has the line of sight to the target. Another possible solution would be flocking which lets units repulse from each other and arrives at different offsets from the destination. However, we believe that flocking is overkill for RTS game, unless we really want to mimic the behavior of flocks.
Rule editor
The main responsibility of Rule editor is to edit the rule database. It has functions to add, delete, and modify any rule. It follows the model-view-controller design pattern. The Editor facilitates to change the state of the database on receiving instructions. In Figure 17 , Display Rule allows the experts to view the rules displayed sequentially within a rule database. The expert has the ability to skip the current database and view the rules from another one. Edit Rule is to edit an existing rule. Create Rule allows the expert to create new rule from scratch. The expert, then, key-in or select the desired values for the parameters as well as the actions or output the rule would return. The completed rule will be stored in respective rule database. While the existing rules are displayed, the expert is given the option to delete the rule using Delete Rule.
Machine learning
This module is used to learn from environments, scenarios, and unsuccessful attempts. Based on the information obtained, it would try to extract new rules. The module checks with the rule database to ensure that the learnt rules are not present in the database. Newly learnt rules would be saved to the database [13] .
RL function, Q-Learning [14] , uses "rewards" and "punishments" so that an AI agent will adapt and learn appropriate behaviors under some conditions. In the experience tuple (s, a, r, s ), s is the start state, a is the action taken, r is the reinforcement value, and s is the resulting state. The exploration strategy is to select the action with the highest Q-value from the current state.
There are two types of learning: supervised learning and unsupervised learning [15] . Supervised Learning (SL) is when machine learns from the user through user's input or adjustment of parameters. SL occurs when the rules fail to decide on an appropriate reaction to a situation and request for user's intervention or when the user decides to intervene. This intervention and its result will be logged in the Exercise Database for the offline learning. During the offline learning process, the effectiveness of user intervention is analyzed, and a new rule is generated.
Unsupervised Learning (UL) , in contrast, is to learn new rules without the knowledge or inputs from the user. The learning would be based on the existing set of rules to either generate new rules or enhance the old one. Some rules are specific to be fired by certain situations; some are more generic to be fired by a larger number of situations. The situations that would fire the rules could interest or subset with another one. This may result in several possible rules to be fired for one situation. Hence, these possible rules for a situation need to be prioritized to obtain the most efficient outcome. For example, the assignment of SM to forces can be conducted in several ways or sequences, and UL is to learn the best way to assign the SM. Each possible assignment of forces is valued with a priority or probabilities. Usually the possible assignment with the highest value is selected. If a sequence of assignment fails in a mission, the probabilities of this sequence will be decreased accordingly to reflect the failure. On the other hand, the probability would increase for a successful mission. Similar concept is also applied to the rules that respond to situations. Rules will be rewarded or punished based on the successful or failure executions of the reactions.
CONCLUSIONS
This research work is from the development of the basic game with simple AI modules, to the research of the higherlevel concepts-advanced AI-based learning algorithms. Using the game demo as an effective tool, we implement various game AI techniques such as finite state machine, group behaviors, and pathfinding algorithms. We, then, work on finding the optimal combination of efficient techniques that are easy to implement and generic enough to be applicable in many games with little implementation changes. Based on this combination, we design the architecture for RL and propose the framework for future developments.
Our approach can have any number of hierarchical levels, making it scalable for large problem spaces. When the problem map is large, a larger number of levels can be the answer for reducing the search effort, for the price of more storage and preprocessing time. We use no application specific knowledge and apply the technique independently of the map properties. We handle variable cost terrains and various topology types such as forests, open areas with obstacles of any shape, or building interiors without any implementation changes.
This research work has exposed us to new technologies and to current trends in computer game industry. We have explored some of game AI techniques and evaluated their pros and cons as part of the objectives. These technologies have shown to possess great potential in penetrating into the market, and there is plenty of room for improvement.
In the future, we will continue evaluating the proposed RL architecture to prove its effectiveness. We will also explore on some advanced techniques such as fuzzy logic, Bayesian networks, and neural networks, and will modify them to use in strategic game domain. Using these techniques, we will focus on tactical AI, particularly focusing on pathfinding, tactic analysis, and tactical representation. In addition, group dynamics and coordinated behavior are also very interesting to spend time on. At the same time, the underlying cognitive architecture needs to be expanded to make the games even more realistic.
